The industrial wireless network (IWN) is an important part of industrial CPS, which must address the key issue of reliable and real-time communication as well as the desired network lifetime. The nodes of IWN are usually fixed on the devices for better monitoring of the state information of the equipment and environment, while the relay node placement plays a significant role on network performance guarantee. This paper proposes an Integer Linear Program (ILP) placement strategy to meet the fault tolerance and survivability requirement. In addition, an edge coloring algorithm is proposed to solve the conflict of TDMA communication, which improves paralleled and real-time communication performance. Simulation results show that this placement strategy not only meets the requirements of robust communication and survivability, but also enhances real-time communication of IWN.
Introduction

Introduction of CPS.
A cyber-physical system (CPS) is a system of collaborating computational elements controlling physical entities. Today, a precursor generation of cyberphysical systems can be found in areas as diverse as aerospace, automotive, chemical processes, civil infrastructure, energy, healthcare, manufacturing, transportation, entertainment, and consumer appliances. CPS will play a great role, especially in the industrial world. This generation is often referred to as embedded systems. In embedded systems, the emphasis tends to be more on the computational elements and less on an intense link between the computational and physical elements. The CPS has been studied by many foreign research institutions. The US National Science Foundation (NSF) has identified cyber-physical systems as a key area of research [1] . Starting in late 2006, the NSF and other United States federal agencies sponsored several workshops on cyberphysical systems [2] [3] [4] . Some scholars have studied CPS in China, and the representative papers can be seen in [5] [6] [7] . As the special WSN in the industry, IWN can be used as an important technology of CPS components. It has attracted more and more attention.
Industrial Wireless
Network. IWN is specially designed for harsh industrial environment application, which has better network performance with respect to anti-interference, robustness, real-time, and security through the use of mesh network, spread spectrum, frequency hopping, and the multihop technique. The concept of IWN was firstly proposed by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and it transformed other research which focuses of industrial automatic measurement and control field after the industrial field bus [8] [9] [10] . ISA SP100 [11] , WirelessHART [12] [13] [14] [15] , and WIA-PA [16] are three IWN specifications which have some common features such as short-range multihop wireless communication, being battery-powered, and a TDMA scheme [17] . Although there are some distinctions on node definition for these three specifications, all the nodes can be divided into sensor node and relay node logically. Relay node must be scheduled in specified time slots to fulfill correspondent communication task.
In comparison to the random placement of a WSN senor node, the positioning of an IWN node is relatively fixed. As usual, the IWN node can be divided into sink node, relay node, and sensor node. There is little research on the sink node placement because it is usually fixed; sensor node 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks placement primarily considers the probability-of-detection, data fusion, and accuracy [18, 19] . Tremendous attention has been paid to address the issue of relay node placement on the grounds that a relay node can be deployed flexibly; the relay node acts as a bridge between the sensor node and sink nodes; relay node placement strategy is distinct for different application requirements. Although we can use the AGV mobile robot or person with handheld devices to collect data, there is usually a limited number of mobile robots. People cannot use handheld mobile acquisition equipment to collect information in the harsh environment. The AGV mobile robot is not able to work in the limited space environment. In addition, the above two ways have a higher cost. So we hope that WSN can bear the bulk of the work, only allowing man or AGV to carry out regular inspections and verifications. A better node deployment strategy for the relay node can also provide fine-grained navigation for the AGV or mobile robot. By combining the two ways using IWN and AGV, it can be easier to complete the construction of an industrial intelligent environment. Therefore, we say that the deployment of the relay node is essential and important for research.
Related Work on Relay Node Placement.
Hou et al. [20] extended the network lifetime by designing an heuristic algorithm (SPINDS) to solve optimized RN placement problem; experiments validated the effectiveness of this algorithm. Chen et al. [21] demonstrated that redundant fault-tolerant techniques improved query reliability and network lifetime, and it could be referred in RN placement. While Hou et al. [20] aimed to extend the network lifetime, but this work does not consider the reliable communication issue in hash industrial environments.
Wang et al. [22] tended to solve the issue of the minimum network cost relay node placement under the constraint of network lifetime and connectivity. This work firstly solved the minimum set cover problem without considering energy consumption. They also proposed three heuristic algorithms to solve the energy consumption constraint. Liu et al. [23] aimed at network coverage and connectivity based on transportation industry, and this work proposed a heuristic and network flow algorithm to deal with the relay node placement problem. Wang et al. [22] and Liu et al. [23] were typical relayed node placement research under constraint of network coverage, connectivity, and lifetime, but they did not consider fault tolerant issue in hash industry environment.
Bredin et al. [24] established -connectivity network to improve fault tolerance by RN placement; the greedy and distributed algorithms were proposed and their performance had been proven by simulations. Han et al. [25] focused on adding additional RN to improve fault tolerance, and a heuristic algorithm was proposed and validated by experiments. Liu et al. [26] and Liu et al. [27] addressed the issue of the RN placement for a two-tier sensor network under a simply connected situation or a two-connected situation. Approximation algorithms had been proposed for these two situations. The time complexity was 6 + , 24 + , or 6/ + 12 + . Hao et al. [28] proposed a fault tolerant placement solution under the minimum RN constraints, which could insure that every sensor node can be connected with at least two RN and two-connected among all the RN , and its time complexity is ( log ), where was the number of sensor nodes and was the number of potential RN positions. Kashyap et al. [29] proposed an RN placement algorithm targeting two edges and the vertex connectivity in -dimensional Euclidean space, and this work also considered the geometric disorder. The minimum spanning tree was deployed. Tang et al. [30] also proposed approximation algorithms for a simply connected network and a two-connected network. Simulations of Tang et al. [30] showed similar results with Liu et al. [26] and Liu et al. [27] . Zhang et al. [31] concluded the existing RN placement algorithms, and this work proposed a fault tolerant placement algorithm based on the steiner graph. This algorithm had a (1) time complexity. Zhang et al. [32] addressed the nuclear power plant problem, and it proposed a three-step application oriented solution: the constructing redundant connected graph, the optimization through genetic algorithm, and the generating position of relay nodes. Experimental results showed that this solution had a 3D obstacles avoidance with better network fault tolerance and the optimized placement position feature. Reference [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] aimed to establish fault tolerant sensor network, and they proposed profound theories and algorithms based on Steiner and other graphic theories. But these researches did not consider the industrial environment in practice; for example, the influence of sink node position, network delay, and overall energy consumption was not considered.
Bari et al. [33] focused on coverage and connectivity of the RN placement problem. It presented the integer linear programming method and it also showed the effectiveness of the algorithm. Sitanayah et al. [34] gave a GRASTP-ARP centralized placement algorithm, which ensured −1 disjoint paths. Bhuiyan et al. [35] aimed at building monitoring sensor network and analyzed its special issues such as communication unstability, unreachability, and ambient noise. Then an RN placement repairing algorithm called FTSHM was proposed, and it improved fault tolerance while considering network lifetime and connectivity. Reference [33] [34] [35] sought to construct a fault tolerant sensor network, and all of them focused on the practical testing experiments and techniques which were very useful.
Bari et al. [36] presented the formal description of ILP, and this work had improved the network fault tolerance by RN placement. This work also enhances the network lifetime by routing load balance. Z. Wang and Q. Wang [37] added constraints of irreversible communication path and communication capacity into the existing RN placement model, and this work proposed a new evaluation criterion-minimum network distance factor. Experimental results showed its advantage on the network energy consumption. Wang et al. [38] proposed an RN placement algorithm to insure fault tolerance under multiconstraints; similar to Z. Wang and Q. Wang [37] , this work also presented a new evaluation criterion and its algorithm to improve the network energy consumption. Al-Turjman et al. [39] constructed a simple 3D cube model, and this work proposed an integer linear programming under the constraints of fault tolerance and energy consumption, and it also proved that this algorithm International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 can improve the network lifetime effectively. Yang et al. [40] and Chaudhry et al. [41] proposed a network base station placement and a fault tolerant routing strategy. This solution mainly sought to improve the network robustness and lifetime. Comparing with the solution which only considered connectivity, the experimental results of Yang et al. [40] and Chaudhry et al. [41] showed that the lifetime of this solution did not be reduced significantly. Michael and Pinciu [42] concluded the techniques of sensor node coverage based on the artist gallery problem and the voronoi graphic, and this work proposed an placement strategy which could ensure network coverage of several positions; this result guaranteed network fault tolerance, and this work reduced overall network energy consumption. Reference [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] considered network fault tolerance, routing load balance, communication capacity, and network coverage; these integrated research methods were more practical. Such fault tolerant and energy consumption research methods were also applicable to IWN research; however, there was no placement research of real time performance on IWN.
Sun et al. [43] addressed an RN placement issue of IWN. This work firstly analyzed the reason of industrial environment communication failure and explained that fault tolerance was a key issue in IWN applications. In this work, they proposed an integrated optimum strategy based on genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm to realize the goal of two-coverage of sensor nodes and twoconnected among RN . There could be a lot of future work based on this paper as it did not consider many other practical constraints.
Research Feature and Paper Arrangement.
Although spread spectrum, frequency hopping, and the TDMA technique improves IWN reliability to some degree, this network still has some deficiencies such as being battery powered and short distance communication. Moreover, there are electromagnetic interference, multipath effects, and other wireless signal interference, all of which make it easier for communication to fail. Therefore, this paper focuses on improving the fault tolerance ability and network lifetime of IWN. In addition, IWN also needs to focus on real time communication because monitoring information should be delivered within the required time [44, 45] . However, when network scale increases, the communication resource utilization of TDMA technique decreases greatly, which will affect realtime communication. This paper also seeks to enhance realtime communication through paralleled communication.
The main contribution of this paper is (i) presenting a comprehensive constraint and formulation about fault tolerance, energy consumption, and real-time issues, (ii) proposing a heuristic algorithm to calculate paralleled communication resources according to objective function, (iii) simulation experiments to show the influence of other parameters on real-time performance and validate that the proposed relay node placement strategy can improve real time performance while guaranteeing fault tolerance and energy limitation, which is firstly proposed in related research.
Network Model and Formulation
2.1. Network Model. This paper considers two-tiered IWN model, in which lower-tiered is sensor nodes distributed in sensing area or above sensing object to gather required data [18] . It assumes the sensor nodes have been deployed in predetermined position, and the potential position of relay node has also been determined using grid met 1 ≤ ≤ . Let be the set of sensor nodes, and let be the set of potential RN positions, | | = , and | | = . For each sensor node , 1 ≤ ≤ ; for each potential RN position , + 1 ≤ ≤ + ; the label of base station is + + 1. -coverage means that every senor node can transmit with at less RN .connectivity means that every RN is connected with at least RN .
The objective is to obtain the position of relay node to achieve minimum edge coloring under the following requirement: (i) the relay node has fault tolerance coverage to sensor node, and the communication among relay nodes is still fault tolerant; (ii) meet the requirement of network lifetime and energy consumption; (iii) the degree of node is balanced to improve paralleled communication performance.
Since there is data collection period of IWN (in one period all the data collected from sensor node must be transmitted to base station), another two objectives of this paper are to shorten the period time and to reduce the communication resource usage in one period.
This RN's placement strategy is specially designed for the IWN of industrial application, where the location of node does not change frequently and the network control information is distributed by the network manager through message advertisement; thus this strategy is not suitable for such application whose network topology changes frequently.
Parameter Definition
(1) The following notation is the input constant in ILP formulation: (n) the maximum allowable energy consumption of each RN in one period.
(2) The following notation is the input variables: (s) the number of bits forwarded by RN in one period.
ILP Formulation.
In this section, ILP formulation is proposed, which should guarantee that the RN is -coverage to sensor nodes and -connectivity among each other. In addition, the level of conflict edge coloring in the network topology should be as little as possible to improve the realtime performance under the constraints of fault tolerance, energy consumption, and node degree. The objective function is as follows:
subject to
(1) transmission range constraints , > max ⇒ , = 0, ∀ , , ̸ = + + 1,
, ∪ , = 1 ⇒ , ≤ max , ∀ : ∈ , ∀ : ∈ ; (3)
(2) fault tolerance constraints
(3) energy consumption constraints = ∑ , ∀ , : ∈ , ∈ ,
, , ∀ : ∈ ,
, , ∀ , ∈ ∪ = + + 1,
2.4. ILP Formal Specification. Formula (1) is the objective function, which must achieve minimum conflict edge coloring under certain constraints as follows. The transmission and coverage constraints are in formulae (2) and (3). Formula (2) means that the transmission range is longer than Euclidean distance among RN , which is the necessary condition of connectivity. There will be no data flow if the distance between the two RN is longer than max . Formula (3) means that if the sensor node chooses an RN as primary next hop or backup next hop, the distance between them is shorter than their Euclidean distance. Network coverage, connectivity, and fault tolerance between RN are in formulae (4), (5), (6) , and (7) . Formula (4) means there is one, and only one, RN to be primary next hop for each sensor node. Formula (5) means the number of RN for each sensor node to connect must be at least − 1. Formulae (6) and (7) mean the RN used by node to forward data to the base station must meet transmission range, direction, and connectivity requirements.
Energy consumption constraints are in formulae (8), (9), (10), (11), (12) , and (13) , which focus on limiting energy use in one period. Formula (8) means the total number of bits generated by sensors' nodes within the transmission range of RN . Formula (9) shows the relation among data flow from to , data flow from to , and the data bits generated by related sensor nodes. Formula (10) is the total number of bits forwarded by RN . Formula (11) means the amplifier energy dissipated by RN . Formula (12) means the total number of bits that RN received from other RN . Formula (13) means the total energy consumption of RN and its maximum energy consumption.
Node degree constraints are in formulae (14) and (15), which seek to limit the number of neighbors to balanced level. Parameter , , and can be adjusted according to the practical situation.
Solution
3.1. Solution Explanation. The solution is divided into two parts. The first part is to calculate all the topologies that meet fault-tolerance and energy consumption requirements; the second part is to find a placement topology with the lowest level of conflict edge coloring from the result in the first phase.
The algorithm running time depends on the number of binary variables, including , , , , and , whose value does not relay to the number of sensor nodes but relates to the potential number of RN . It can be inferred from the formula that the potential number of RN is large, which will make the running time of the algorithm long; while in practical situations, most of the binary variables of RN are zero due to the limitation of transmission range. Thus the calculation is simplified in the first phase. In the second phase, the core idea is to conduct vertex coloring for several network topologies. To improve running efficiency, a heuristic algorithm is used to avoid high time complexity in overall optimization.
Calculating the Fewest Number of Conflict Edge Coloring.
There are two sorts of communication conflicts in IWN, which are direct conflict and indirect conflict. For direct conflict there are three kinds; the first is that a node cannot receive and send data simultaneously; the second is that a node cannot receive data from two neighbors simultaneously; the third is that a node cannot send data to two neighbors simultaneously. To avoid direct conflict, the algorithm must allocate different communication resources for such conflict links. For indirect conflict due to channel sharing, the solution must meet some interference constraint model; the node will interfere with all its neighbors when it is sending data and this situation must be considered in the communication resource scheduling.
In IWN, the valid communication resources are restricted; thus if using a traditional communication resources scheduling technique, the above conflicts will make network channel utilization low, which will reduce the network throughput, increase transmission delay (real-time performance), and have a negative impact on large network scale applications. Therefore, if taking advantage of short distance wireless communication, paralleled communication can be used to schedule same communication resources to such links that do not conflict with each other. Then the network throughput and real time performance can be improved.
We transform the original graph into a link conflict graph according to the communication conflict principle. The conflict edges in the original graph become vertexes in the link conflict graph, and then vertex coloring is conducted in the link conflict graph to obtain the lowest coloring level. There are many vertex coloring algorithms: the backtrack, branch bounding method is accurate but high in time complexity; the greedy algorithm is low in running time but the results are normal; the intelligent algorithms like neural network and genetic and ant-colony optimization; the DNA algorithm can obtain preferable results, but the algorithm itself is very complex, the running process is randomly, and the running time is long. In this paper, a maximum degree first heuristic algorithm is proposed on the basis of the Welsh Powell algorithm. The following are some explanations and algorithm steps.
For a graph ( = ( , )), mapping ( : → {1, 2, . . . , }) is a -vertex coloring and {1, 2, . . . , } is the set of colors; for any two neighbor nodes and , if ( ) ̸ = ( ), the coloring is normal. The minimum value of normal -vertex coloring is called color number ( ( )), Δ( ), which means the maximum degree of nodes. and Δ are simple notation.
Vertex coloring corresponds to vertex set partition. If is -vertex coloring of ( ( ( )) = {1, 2, . . . , }), then { −1 (1), −1 (2), . . . , −1 ( )} is a partition of ( ). If has normal coloring, then every −1 ( ) is vertex independent set of . And if { 1 , 2 , . . . , } is a partition of ( ), the partition can derive a -coloring ( = −1 ( )), and we called −1 ( ) to be an color group of . If { 1 , 2 , . . . , } is a partition of ( ) and are all independent set, then this partition is called color partition.
Theorem 1. For any , ≤ Δ + 1 is right.
Demonstration. Mathematical induction is used for vertex number of , when = 1, = 1, Δ ≥ 0, and ≤ Δ + 1 is right. For ≥ 2, ∈ ( ), suppose = − ; according to induction hypothesis ( ) ≤ Δ( ) + 1, then there exists Δ( ) + 1 color of . Because of Δ( ) ≤ Δ( ), is also Δ( ) + 1 coloring of . Assuming ( ) = , the neighbor vertex of is 1 , 2 , . . . , , due to |{ (V 1 ), . . . , (V )}| ≤ < Δ( ) + 1; there exit ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Δ( ) + 1}, ∉ { (V 1 ), . . . , (V )}; let ( ) = , and then is a Δ( ) + 1 coloring of ; thus the theorem is proved right and an upper bound is found, which can be used as initial color set of our algorithm.
Since the solution seeks to obtain the lowest level of vertex colors, firstly the heuristic algorithm uses one color for as many vertexes as possible; obviously these vertexes must not be mutual neighbors. It is the same with the following process. The algorithms first find the maximal independent set, and the entire vertex in this set is given the same color. Then the second maximal independent set till the entire vertex is given a color. Since there is no unique result for this method, we must try to find a better result, which is an NP complete problem. However, we can infer that the degree of one vertex is larger, its influence to other vertexes is greater. Thus this algorithm gives higher priority for such a vertex with a large degree, which can reduce the influence. This is the idea of Welsh Powell algorithm. Figure 1 outlines our algorithm steps. 
Simulation Experiment and Result
In simulation, max = 40m and max = 80m. Assume that the network communication is a cosmic model, and energy model is in Bari et al. [36] . 1 = 2 = 50 nJ/bit, = 100 pJ/bit/m 2 , = 2, and initial energy of every RN is 5 J. In order to focus on the key point the distribution of relay nodes, we do not conduct practical sensor placement like in Zhang et al. [18] , but we use random placement strategy. The whole network area includes 3 different sizes, 80 * 80 m 2 , 90 * 90 m 2 , and 100 * 100 m 2 , and the grid method is used to obtain the potential positions of RN .
The simulation programs run on a desktop with Intel Core i3 3.30 GHz CPU and 4 G RAM, and the experiment environment is Matlab R2010B. The main goal is to find the lowest level of edge coloring RN placement topology; in a normal case, execution time of the simulation is less than 20 minutes, when the value of main inputs reach maximum; the whole program will take over 35 minutes to finish.
Network Performance without Real-Time Constraints or Energy Constraints
(1) Single-Connected Topology ( = = 1) Only. When considering connection only, the network real-time performances are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between real-time performance and network area size, under the same problem size (number of sensors). According to the experiment results, the realtime performance enhances with the gradual expansion of the network area. Figure 3 shows the effects of different numbers of sensors on the network real-time performance in the same area. As Figure 3 has shown, the more the sensors exist in a unit area, the worse the real-time performance of the network topology is.
(2) Multiple-Connected Topology ( = = 2) Only. Faulttolerance constraints find a redundant backup path which has no intersections with the main path for both sensor nodes and relay nodes. Thus the self-organizing topology gains multiple connections and the network robustness improves. In Figure 4 , the network real-time performance improves while the area size expands. Figure 5 shows that real-time performance gets worse when more sensors are distributed in the same size area.
Comparing Figure 2 with Figures 4, 3 , and 5, respectively, the following conclusions are made: (i) no matter if the topology is single-connected or multiple-connected, the network real-time performances have almost similar trends of change under same effects (different number of sensors or different size of network area); (ii) the realtime performance of a multiple-connected topology is much worse than the performance of a single-connected topology, since there are no constraints to control the multitude of additional redundant backup paths; therefore the probability of collisions in the network raises.
Network Performance without Real-Time Constraints but
Energy Constraints. The strategy of energy constraints is to limit the maximum energy cost per round of nodes to prevent the early appearance of dead nodes. In this experiment, setup three, different levels of energy constraints are used, RE-Level 1 (Restricted Energy, Level 1) is the most relaxed with max = 2.6 * 10 −4 nJ, and Level 3 is the most constrained with max = 2.0 * 10 −4 nJ. Figures 6 and 7 show the network real-time performances of single-connected topology and multiple-connected topology, respectively, when energy constraints are included. Contrast the chromatic numbers of topologies which have the same number of sensors and the same size of network area but different RE-Levels; the real-time performances show almost no change. This means that energy constraints alone cannot improve the real-time performance of a network. of the network will improve. Here, besides some real-time constraints, fault-tolerance ( = = 1) and energy constraints ( max = 2.0 * 10 −4 nJ) are included as well in the topology.
According to formulae (14) and (15) , node degree will be constrained by both and , and standard deviation of node degrees will be constrained by . Three different levels of real-time constraints are used in this experiment. For , the point is to control the upper limit value , RD-Level 1 (Restricted Degree-Level 1) is the most relaxed with = 6, and RD-Level 3 is the most constrained with = 4, the variale , which has a default value of 2 represents lower limit of ; for real-time altering in self-organizing proved difficult and ineffient, when default cannot satisfy the requirement, the proposed algorithm will automatically alter the value of to adjust dynamic self-organizing topology. The reference value of is given in formula (15) , and the actual value may have a slight deviation based on a given network.
The effects of on network real-time performance are shown in Figures 8 and 9 . From these two figures, the results indicate that the real-time performances obviously improve through , and the improvements increase with higher RD-Level. Figures 10 and 11 show that, using the proposed approach, the network lifetimes can be significantly improved, especially when (restricted , indicated by "RT-Level" in Figures 10 and 11 ) is more constrained. Figures 12 and 13 compare the number of relay nodes required by the proposed approach under different real-time constraint levels. It can be seen from these two figures that, on the whole, the number of relay nodes required is stead, and increases very slightly when the real-time constraint level raises. Comparing Figures 8 to 13 comprehensively, the results
Grid-64
Grid-81 Grid-100 Relay nodes location scheme indicate that the proposed approach improves the network performances significantly with very slight costs (number of relay nodes required). Figures 14 and 15 show the performance comparisons for the following cases: (i) ILP with no constraints (the leftmost bar in each group, indicated by "ILP-ALL" [36] ), (ii) ILP with fault-tolerance (the second bar from the left in each group, indicated by "ILP-RED" [36] ), (iii) ILP based approach with fault-tolerance and some energy constraints (the third bar in each group, indicated by "ILP-Bari" [36] ), and (iv) an approach with some real-time constraints based on (iii) (the right-most bar, indicated by "ILP-ZH"). Figure 14 compares the number of relay nodes required for different approaches and shows the results of real-time performance comparison.
As shown in Figure 14 , ILP-ALL requires the least number of relay nodes for all networks. This is expected, because ILP-ALL always generates a solution with the greedy algorithm. ILP-RED requires the most relay nodes, since fault-tolerance is considered but without other constraints, and the number of paths will simply be double in the network. As energy constraints are included, the ILP-Bari requires more relay nodes than ILP-ALL and less nodes than ILP-RED. The main idea of the real-time constraint is to balance the data flows and energy costs in the whole topology; thereupon collisions and the lifetime of the network will be improved. In such cases, the number of required relay nodes obtained by the proposed approach may be higher than some other approaches (this is shown in Figure 14 ). However, when incorporating Figure 15 with Figure 14 , the results illustrate that the number of required relay nodes is an inevitable cost to improve the whole performance of the network. The chromatic number of the proposed approaches is obviously less than other approaches (sometimes the ILP-ALL could also obtain the least chromatic number but the whole performance cannot reach the proposed approach, e.g., lifetime), which means collisions in the network are definitely controlled. This proves that industrial WSN could achieve a link fault-tolerance, node energy constraints, and preferable real-time performance within the proposed approach.
Conclusion
In IWN, except for fault tolerance and energy consumption constraints, real time performance is also important but is easily ignored. Since the position of IWN nodes is usually fixed in reality, the network real time performance is also determined after topology placement. Thus this paper considers fault tolerance, energy consumption, and real time performance of IWN and presents a formal description of the problem of RN placement. For fault tolerance, we consider -coverage and -connectivity of RN ; for energy consumption, we consider maximum energy constraints in one period for every node, and then a network conflict edge coloring algorithm based on the Welsh-Power algorithm is proposed. Experiment results show that this placement strategy can obtain better paralleled utilization of communication, and it also meets fault tolerance and energy consumption constraints. Thus the network real time performance is improved. Since our current research needs to consider the application compatibility of network topology, we mainly seek to improve real time performance. In the future, there are two aspects to study further. One is the realization of relay node optimal deployment of the combination of the AGV and IWN with limited numbers. The other is the fine-grained navigation for AGV supported by the IWN monitoring the status of the equipment and environment.
